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Abstract: A cross-mode universal digital pre-distortion (CMUDPD) technology is proposed here to
linearize low-sidelobe active antenna arrays with non-uniform fixed power levels for each branch,
which are desired in satellite communications with stringent requirements to minimize interfer-
ence. In low-sidelobe arrays formed by nonuniform amplitude excitation, conventional digital
pre-distortion (DPD) techniques require multiple feedback paths for either one-to-one or average lin-
earization of the PAs, which increases system complexity and is infeasible for large-scale arrays. This
is because the power amplifiers (PAs) usually operate in different modes where the supply voltages,
bias voltages, and input power levels are different. The proposed CMUDPD method aims at solving
this issue by intentionally arranging the PAs to work in different modes but with shared nonlinear
characteristics. Based on the nonlinear correlation established among the PAs’ different operating
modes, a single feedback path is sufficient to capture the common nonlinearity of all the PAs and
determine the parameters of the CMUDPD module. The concept is explained in theory and validated
by simulations and experiments using GaN PAs operating with three significantly different output
power levels and two orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal bandwidths.

Keywords: cross-mode universal digital pre-distortion (CMUDPD); low-sidelobe active antenna
arrays; power amplifiers (PAs); nonlinear correlation

1. Introduction

Active antenna arrays are the most critical enablers in the development of high-
performance 5G and satellite communication systems owing to their beam-steering capa-
bility of confining power emissions produced by radio-frequency (RF) power amplifiers
(PAs) [1–3]. In order to improve the efficiency of PAs, the PAs are commonly driven to their
saturation modes, which features high nonlinearities and may lead to severe distortion of
the signals. Moreover, to meet the need to increase spectrum capacity and multiplexing, ad-
vanced modulation schemes, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
and similar derivatives, are being used for next-generation high throughput satellite com-
munication systems [4]. These signals usually feature a high peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) and are sensitive to the inherent nonlinearity distortions caused by RF PAs [1].

Several technologies for the linearization of uniform arrays, which can be categorized
into two groups. One group of conventional one-to-one array digital pre-distortion (DPD)
techniques is illustrated in Figure 1a, where each PA has a separatedfeedback path. The
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number of feedback paths equals the number of PAs [5]. This is acceptable for small-scale
arrays with a few PAs, but it would be extremely challenging for large-scale arrays that
consist of hundreds or thousands of PAs [6]. The linearization of arrays consumes abundant
amounts of operation power and makes the system unnecessarily complex, since both a
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and coupler are essential components for each feedback
path [7,8], as shown in Figure 1a. Additionally, nowadays, active arrays tend to be more
integrated and compact [9], making one-to-one pre-distortion of PAs infeasible.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of digital pre-distortion (DPD) techniques used for non-uniform amplitude
excitation active antenna arrays: (a) one-to-one DPD [5], (b) average DPD [10], and (c) the proposed
cross-mode universal digital pre-distortion (CMUDPD).

To reduce the feedback-path quantity, the average DPD system with one feedback
path was proposed to linearize the active array, as shown in Figure 1b [10]. Only one
ADC component remains in the average DPD system, which reduce sits ADC power
consumption compared with Figure 1a. However, the linearization performance is highly
dependent on the consistency of PAs, specifically the gain factor, which is used to synthesize
the pre-distortion function. Moreover, a large amount of couplers is still mandatory.
Various authors [11–16] attempted to model and pre-distort the non-uniform active arrays.
However, only conditions with different input power levels (leading to various operation
regimes) were considered in these works, while optimizations of supply voltages and
bias voltages were not covered. This means that several PAs will not operate in their
compression regions. Accordingly, these PAs operating in low power levels or even linear
regions cannot reach their optimum efficiency. Therefore, the power efficiency achieved
by [11–16] may be limited.

Additionally, for multi-antenna systems in satellite communications, the consistency
of PAs in an active array cannot be guaranteed [17]. Power amplifiers tend to operate in
different modes due to their imperfections (e.g., the manufacturing tolerance) and different
local environmental conditions (e.g., the operating temperature). However, the sidelobe
level is an essential specification of satellite antenna arrays, as it characterizes the capability
of arrays to suppress the interference. In order to realize low sidelobes while maintaining
high power efficiency, PAs can be intentionally arranged to operate in different saturation
modes with desired power levels [18–22]. However, it is infeasible to directly apply the
existing DPD methods designed for signal PA or uniform power antenna arrays to linearize
low-sidelobe active antenna arrays with non uniform power distribution [23–28]. Therefore,
an effective linearization technique for low-sidelobe active antenna arrays is needed.
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In this paper, a cross-mode universal digital pre-distortion (CMUDPD) technique is
proposed to linearize low-sidelobe active antenna arrays, as depicted in Figure 1c. For the
proposed CMUDPD, a single feedback path is utilized, which is sufficient to capture the
nonlinear correlation of all PAs. Notably, PAs operate in different modes while at the same
compression point, where the supply voltages, bias voltages, and input power levels are
different.

In Table 1, the proposed CMUDPD is compared with several representative state-of-
the-art DPD methods. Several DPD technologies studied in [5,10,12,24] consider uniform
arrays. Although parametric variations in Pin are involved in [10,12], their amplitudes are
relatively small compared to those in low-sidelobe arrays. In [10], the resultant average
DPD coefficients were obtained by training a set of random amplitude and phase data
following the normal distribution. For the array DPD method studied in [20] for low-
sidelobe arrays, it is mandatory to synthesize all PAs’ outputs by two steps, i.e., linearizing
the higher driven PAs, followed by cancelling compression by the lower driven PAs,
to form a single feedback signal. Consequently, its linearization performance is highly
dependent on the consistency of the PAs, and a large amount of couplers is required.
Compared with [20], the proposed CMUDPD does not require the synthesis of all PAs’
outputs, and an arbitrary PA’s output can be used as the feedback signal. Moreover,
different operation modes with variations in PA supply voltage VDD, bias voltage VGG,
and input power Pin can be fully linearized using the proposed CMUDPD. Compared to
our conference publication [29], this paper presents the theoretical foundation explaining
why the proposed CMUDPD can linearize different PA operation modes, as explained
in Section 2. Moreover, experimental results are presented to show that the proposed
CMUDPD can achieve an averaged adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) suppression of
13 dB.

Table 1. The comparison of the proposed solution with the state-of-the art methods. N: number of
antenna elements, Pin: input power, VDD: PA supply volage, VGG: PA bias voltage.

Method Array Types Feedback Path DPD Unit Synthesis of PAs Variable Parameters
Number Number Outputs Considered

One-to-one DPD [5] Uniform N N Not required −
Average DPD [10] Uniform 1 1 Required Pin

BO-DPD [12] Uniform 1< n <N 1 Required Pin
Adaptive DPD [24] Uniform 1 1 Required −

Array DPD [20] Low-sidelobe 1 1 Required Pin
Proposed CMUDPD Low-sidelobe 1 1 Not required VDD, VGG, Pin

This paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 introduces the principle of the
proposed CMUDPD scheme. The simulation setup and results are illustrated in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the experimental results and discussion. Finally, the conclusion of this
work is proided in Section 5.

2. Principle of the CMUDPD Technique

Understanding the physical distortion generation mechanisms is critical to designing
a linear low-sidelobe antenna array. In this section, the structure of CMUDPD for a low-
sidelobe active antenna array is described in detail.

The methods for generating a low-sidelobe active array antenna include using attenu-
ators cascaded following power amplifiers to obtain the desired power levels, or using a
nonuniform amplitude feed network [30,31]. In the first case, attenuators are located at the
output side of each PA. It is obvious that the attenuators may consume a large amount of
power, and they also increase the risk of failure due to heat generation. The available space
on a satellite is very limited, and it is highly desired to use fewer feedback paths to achieve
the linearization of a low-sidelobe antenna array. The existing low-sidelobe array antenna
adopts the aperture amplitude weighted design process [32–35]. The unequal microstrip
amplitude feed network is designed to achieve the low-sidelobe characteristics of an array.
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The method aims to drive the PAs with different input power levels. From the energy
point of view, this situation, at least, does not waste a large amount of power. Therefore,
a structure using a small signal unequal power divider is considered in the subsequent
analysis, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The system architecture of non-uniform amplitude excitation arrays with the proposed CMUDPD linearization
technique.

The input–output relationship of the power amplifier is mainly reflected in the inherent
static nonlinear characteristics and memory effects [36,37]. In Figure 3a, PAi and PAj
represent two PAs in a phased array operating at the 1 dB compression point under mode i
and mode j, respectively. The actual input–output relationship of PAi can be expressed as

yi(t) = Gi · gi(xi(t)), (1)

where Gi is a constant complex number and indicates expected gain values of PAi. It
should be noted that gi(·) represents the shape function of the gain curve, and g−1

i (·) is the
inversion of the gain curve gi(·). Then, the ideal pre-distortion signal to PAi, i.e., xi_DPD (t),
can be expressed as

xi_DPD (t) = Gi·g−1
i (xi(t)). (2)

So, the output signal after the pre-distortion, i.e., yi_DPD, can be obtained as follows:

yi_DPD(t) = Gi · gi(g−1
i (xi(t))) = Gi · xi(t), (3)

which indicates that PAi is linearized.
The simulation and experiment results show that PAi and PAj can have similar char-

acteristics by properly tuning their supply and bias voltages. The similar characteristics
mean that the gain vs. input power curve of PAi can be replicated by moving that of PAj
vertically and horizontally, as shown in Figure 3b. In other words, the gain vs. input power
curves of PAi and PAj have a similar shape, and the gains of PAi and PAj (i.e., Gi and Gj)
feature the following relationship:

Gj = Gi · 10α/20, (4)

where α is a vertical constant as indicated in Figure 3b. In this situation, the actual output
of PAj can be written as

yj(t) ≈ Gi · gi

(
xi(t) · 10−β/20

)
· 10α/20, (5)
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where β is the horizontal constant as indicated in Figure 3b. The pre-distortion signal of PAj,
xj_DPD(t) can be obtained by shifting the power level of xi_DPD(t) by 10β/20, which provides

xj_DPD(t) = xi_DPD (t) · 10β/20. (6)

Substituting (6) into (5), PAj’s output after the pre-distortion, yj_DPD (t), can be written as

yj_DPD(t)

≈ Gj · gi

(
xi_DPD(t) · 10β/20 · 10−β/20

)
= Gj · gi(xi_DPD (t))

= Gj · xi(t)),

(7)

where Gj is a constant, then PAj is linearized.
The two terms 10β/20 and 10−β/20 from (7) are mutually eliminated. It also means

that PAj can be linearized by PAi’s pre-distortion signal xi_DPD (t). Meanwhile, the output
power of PAi is α dB higher than that of PAj. When the relationship demonstrated by (7) is
satisfied between different operating modes, a cross-mode universal digital pre-distortion
(CMUDPD) is achieved, which means that PAi and PAj have similar nonlinear characteris-
tics, and the pre-distortion signal for each PA can be used to predistort each other. It should
be noted that the shape function gi(·) can be realized by any PA model, e.g., memory
polynomial (MPM), general MPM, neural networks, etc. [38]. In this article, the popular
MPM PA model is used.

xi(t)
gi
-1(x(t))

xi_ (t)

yi_ (t)

gi (xi(t))

Gain

adjustment

xi_ (t)

y _ (t)

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Simulated circuit example used to illustrate theoretical principle of the proposed CMUDPD
technique. (b) Gain curve versus input power in different PA operation modes.

3. Simulation Validation

The power amplifiers operating at different modes was studied through a system
simulation using the Advanced Design System (ADS) and MATLAB®. The schematic
diagram of the simulation circuit is illustrated in Figure 4. A commercially available GaN
PA, i.e., CGH40006P from CREE [39], was chosen for the validation as it allows operation
in both Class A and Class AB with a wide range of supply and bias voltages. This provides
benefits to thoroughly validate the proposed technique through a broad range of operation
modes (Class AB and Class A cases) [40]. Cases with various combinations of supply
voltage VDD and bias voltage VGG were simulated. According to the suggestion in the data
sheet of CGH40006P [39], three supply voltages (i.e., VDD = 28, 20, and 12 V) and five bias
voltages (i.e., VGG = −3.1, −2.9, −2.7, −2.5 and −2.3 V) were chosen in the simulation
cases. The ADS-obtained AM/AM curves with VGG = 28, 20, and 12 V are exhibited in
Figure 5a–c, respectively. The AM/PM curves with VGG = 28, 20 and 12 V are presented in
Figure 5d–f, respectively.
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Figure 5. Advanced Design System (ADS) simulated AM/AM curves of the GaN PA: (a) VDD = 28 V, (b) VDD = 20 V,
(c) VDD = 12 V, and AM/PM curves; (d) VDD = 28 V, (e) VDD = 20 V, and (f) VDD = 12 V.

Based on the different operation modes, the validation can be categorized into Group
A for class AB operation modes and Group B for class A operation modes. In Group A, a
constant VGG (−2.9 V) and varied VDD (28, 20, and 12 V) are chosen; in Group B, variations
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in both VGG (−2.3, −2.5, and −2.7 V) and VDD (28, 20, and 12 V) are applied. Then, in
the next step, the CMUDPD simulations were conducted based on the two groups, as
mentioned above. A 10 MHz LTE signal with a carrier frequency of 3.5 GHz was used
as the input signal. The average input power Pin was set to the 1 dB compression point
of the selected modes. The error vector magnitude (EVM) and adjacent channel power
ratio (ACPR) were used to evaluate the in-band and out-band distortions, respectively. The
definition of EVM is given by

EVM =

√
Perror

P reference
× 100%, (8)

where Perror represents the average power of the error vector and P reference represents the
average power of the reference signal [27]. The ACPR is defined as

ACPR =
Padjacent

Pmain
, (9)

where Pmain is the main channel power, and Padjacent is the average power of the lower
adjacent channel and upper adjacent channel [41]. The simulated drain efficiency values
are shown in Table 2, where the values were calculated as an average of 10,000 samples. It
can be seen that the drain efficiencies of all studied operation modes improved after the
CMUDPD. The detailed simulation procedures were as follows:

• Step 1: Drive the PAs to one of the different operation modes while working at the
1 dB compression point.

• Step 2: Select an operation mode i in the low-sidelobe active antenna array, as shown
in Figure 2, to obtain the output signal for pre-distortion.

• Step 3: According to the output signal obtained in step 2, model the PAs in the
array in MATLAB. Collect the coefficient of CMUDPD using MPM, and the obtain
pre-distorted input signal.

• Step 4: Load the pre-distorted signal into the CMUDPD block of ADS. Then change the
PA’s operating mode according to Table 2. After the CMUDPD, obtain the linearized
outputs of PAs.

• Step 5: Plot the normalized power spectral density (PSD) and calculate EVM and ACPR.

Table 2. Different modes setup of Group A (mode a1, mode a2, and mode a3) and Group B (mode b1,
mode b2, and mode b3). Format of the drain efficiency (eff.) column: without CMUDPD and with
CMUDPD.

Mode i Pin VDD VGG Drain Eff. (%) ε (dB)

mode a1 13.6 dBm 28 V −2.9 V 14.54/20.23 −54.84
mode a2 14.0 dBm 20 V −2.9 V 17.81/30.50 −53.82
mode a3 15.3 dBm 12 V −2.9 V 34.15/38.13 −52.40
mode b1 23.3 dBm 28 V −2.3 V 42.48/43.11 −50.76
mode b2 21.0 dBm 20 V −2.5 V 27.45/29.64 −47.63
mode b3 18.2 dBm 12 V −2.7 V 18.04/22.98 −45.45

In step 3, a traditional MPM was used to model the power amplifier, which can be
expressed as follows:

y(n) =
M

∑
m=0

K

∑
k=1

amkx(n−m)|x(n−m)|k−1, (10)
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where M, K, and amk denote the memory depth, the order of memory polynomial, and
the coefficient of memory polynomial, respectively. Assuming that the length of the input
original standard signal data stream x(n) is L, the linear gain of PA can be written as

Glinear = {
L

∑
n=1
|y(n)./x(n)|}/L. (11)

Then, the input signal for training, Xtrain , can be written as

Xtrain =
[
x(M) x(M + 1) · · · x(L)

]
. (12)

The output signal of (10) can be written as an array Y that is amplified by the power
amplifier with a memory depth of M:

Y =
[
YM YM−1 · · · Y1

]
, (13)

Yi =


y(:, i)

y(:, i) · y(:, i)
...

y(:, i) · y(:, i)(K−1)


T

, (14)

where i ∈ (1 : M) and y(:, i) represent the ith column of the output matrix as exhibited
in (15),

y(:, i) =


y(i)

y(i + 1)
...

y(L−M + i)


T

. (15)

Based on (12) and (13), the coefficient matrix of the obtained memory polynomial
inversion can be written as

A = Y \ Xtrain. (16)

Furthermore, the model input obtained by inverting the MPM is calculated as

Xmodel = Y ∗ A. (17)

The error between the model input Xmodel and the trained input Xtrain reflects the
accuracy of the memory polynomial modeling of the PA. In order to quantify the error, a
mean square error ε is introduced by

ε = 10 · log10{(Xmodel − Xtrain)
2/(L−M)/Xtrain

2}. (18)

When ε reaches the required linearization requirement, the output model of the
PA is obtained. Subsequent simulations and experiments showed that when ε reaches
approximately −45 dB, the linearization performance meets the satellite communication
linearity requirements [42–44]. The effect of CMUDPD is highly dependent on the accuracy
of the PA model.

Ymodel = Xmodel ∗ Glinear, (19)
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where Glinear denotes the linear gain of the PA, as defined in (11). Then, the pre-distorted
input signal of the PA can be obtained by

XMPM = Ymodel ∗ A. (20)

Bringing XMPM into PA produces a linear convergence gain GCMUDPD, as shown in
Figure 6, where Gmodel can be represented by XMPM as

Gmodel = XMPM /Xtrain ∗ G linear. (21)

G

Input power(dB)

G
a

in
(d

B
) G

G

Figure 6. The gain compensation of CMUDPD.

The output PSDs of all operation modes obtained by ADS simulations are shown in
Figure 7 (i.e., a1 W/O DPD, a2 W/O DPD, a3 W/O DPD, b1 W/O DPD, b2 W/O DPD,
and b3 W/O DPD). For comparison, Figure 7 also depicts the output PSDs of all nonlinear
models calculated by MATLAB (a1 model, a2 model, a3 model, b1 model, b2 model, and
b3 model). It can be seen that different operation modes for each group (i.e., modes a1,
a2, and a3 for Group A; and modes b1, b2, and b3 for Group B) exhibit insignificant PSD
differences. Thereby, the parameter ε defined in (18) can be utilized to identify the degree
of similarity in terms of nonlinearities among different operation modes.
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Figure 7. Simulated results of the output PSDs. Group A: (a) mode a1, (b) mode a2, and (c) mode a3. Group B: (d) mode b1,
(e) mode b2, and (f) mode b3.
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3.1. Group A: CMUDPD of PAs Operating in Class AB

In this group, the PAs are working in Class AB with a constant bias voltage VGG
(−2.9 V) and varied supply voltage VDD (28, 20, and 12 V), as shown in Figure 8. The
1 dB compression point (indicated by arrows) of these three gain curves was selected
as the input power of each mode. At first, the PAs containing operation modes a1, a2,
and a3 were simulated by ADS, and the output signal before pre-distortion was obtained.
By injecting these output signals into MATLAB, the coefficients amk of CMUDPD were
obtained through the memory polynomial (M = 7, K = 5). Then, the pre-distortion signal
obtained by inverting the MPM was loaded into the CMUDPD block. Finally, the PSDs
with and without CMUDPD1, CMUDPD2, and CMUDPD3 are shown in Figure 9a–c,
respectively, where CMUDPD1, CMUDPD2, and CMUDPD3 represent the pre-distortion
results when the outputs of mode a1, a2, and a3 are used as the feedback paths, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Nonlinear characteristics of Class AB. (a) Gain curves versus input power at Class AB.
(b) AM/PM characteristic of Class AB.

Figure 9a shows that the pre-distortion signals generated by mode a1 can successfully
linearize modes a1, a2, and a3. Similarly, the pre-distortion signals from modes a2 and a3
can also be used to linearize all these three modes, which can be concluded from Figure 9b,c.
It can be obtained from Table 2 that, in group A, the mean square errors ε of the three
operation modes are comparable. The memory polynomial (M = 7, K = 5) can fit any of the
three modes, and any of the three modes can be used as the feedback mode to extract the
pre-distortion input for the whole group of modes. The best pre-distortion performance
for the three operation modes in Group A can be obtained when mode a2 is used as the
feedback mode. This can be explained by the ε value of mode a2 (−53.82 dB) being in
between these values of modes a1 (−52.40 dB) and a3 (−54.84 dB).
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Figure 9. Simulation results of PSDs with and without CMUDPD. (a) Modes a1, a2, and a3 with and without CMUDPD1.
(b) Modes a1, a2, and a3 with and without CMUDPD2. (c) Modes a1, a2, and a3 with and without CMUDPD3. (d) Modes
b1, b2, and b3 with and without CMUDPD1. (e) Modes b1, b2, and b3 with and without CMUDPD2. (f) Modes b1, b2, and
b3 with and without CMUDPD3.

3.2. Group B: CMUDPD of PAs Operating in Class A

As shown in Figure 10, Group B has both varying supply voltages VDD (28, 20, and
12 V) and bias voltages VGG (−2.3, −2.5, and −2.7 V). The input powers of the correspond-
ing modes are set at the 1 dB compression point (indicated by arrows). The similarities
in the nonlinearities among the three modes are indicated by ε in Table 2. Compared
with Group A, the values of ε in Group B are relatively higher. Nevertheless, this does
not significantly affect the pre-distortion performance of CMUDPD. In Group B, the PAs
are in higher output power and greater bias voltage, so there is a higher probability for
third-order inter-modulation compared to Group A. In group B, the memory polynomial
(M = 7, K = 3) can fit any of the three modes, and any of the three modes can be used as a
feedback mode to extract the pre-distortion input for the entire mode group.

The simulated linearization performances of Group B are depicted in Figure 9d–f,
where CMUDPD1, CMUDPD2, and CMUDPD3 represent the pre-distortion results when
the outputs of mode b1, b2, and b3 are used as the feedback paths, respectively. An
analogous conclusion can also be drawn for Group B, where using b2 as the feedback mode
produces superior pre-distortion performance. Group A’s overall linearization performance
is superior to that in Group B since the values of ε in Group A are lower than those in Group
B. This indicates that the overall pre-distortion effects are determined by the accuracy of
the memory polynomial model.

3.3. Comparison between Group A and Group B

First, the differences between the simulation setup are shown in Table 2. For Group
A, the bias voltage is constant and the supply voltage is varied. The operation modes
are different, but they all belong to Class AB. For Group B, both bias voltage and supply
voltage are varied, with more significant differences between the operating modes. By
adjusting the bias voltage and supply voltage, the PA will operate in Class AB or Class
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A. Then, the nonlinear characteristics of Class AB and A are shown in Figures 8 and 10.
Figure 8a,b depicts the AM/AM curves and AM/PM curves of Class AB, respectively.
Moreover, Figure 10a,b is the AM/AM curves and AM/PM curves of Class A, respectively.
As can be seen from Figure 8b, the AM/PM curve shapes among modes a1, a2, and a3 are
similar. Nevertheless, in Figure 10b, the AM/PM curves of Class A cross each other under
a larger input power Pin.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Nonlinear characteristics of Class A. (a) Gain curves versus input power for Class A.
(b) AM/PM characteristic of Class A.

It can be concluded from Figure 9b,e that the normalized PSDs with the CMUDPDs (a2
and b2 as feedback modes) can be suppressed by 13 dB on average. It can also be seen from
Figure 11a–d that AM/AM and AM/PM with CMUDPDs become significantly convergent
compared to those without CMUDPDs. Moreover, the results using an arbitrary mode as
feedback to linearize other modes are summarized in Table 3. Other modes with CMUDPD,
e.g., a1, a3, b1, and b3, can also achieve ACPR suppressions above 11 dB. For both Group
A and Group B, the values of the error vector magnitudes (EVMs) with CMUDPD are
reduced by one order of magnitude compared to those without CMUDPDs.

Table 3. The simulation (simu.) and experimental (expt.) results of CMUDPD in Group A and Group B with each of the
three modes as feedback modes.

Group A EVM ACPR (dB) Group B EVM ACPR (dB)
Simu./Expt. Simu./Expt. Simu./Expt. Simu./Expt.

mode a1 W/O DPD 5.20%/5.90% −35.86/−38.52 mode b1 W/O DPD 6.79%/8.23% −32.90/−32.32
mode a2 W/O DPD 5.21%/6.04% −35.99/−38.53 mode b2 W/O DPD 5.93%/8.34% −34.15/−32.02
mode a3 W/O DPD 5.31%/7.18% −36.07/−38.23 mode b3 W/O DPD 5.57%/8.21% −34.97/−32.01

mode a1 W CMUDPD1 0.54%/0.78% −49.13/−49.21 mode b1 W CMUDPD1 0.76%/0.93% −47.28/−48.85
mode a2 W CMUDPD1 0.64%/0.90% −49.12/−49.38 mode b2 W CMUDPD1 1.54%/1.00% −45.59/−48.91
mode a3 W CMUDPD1 1.21%/1.04% −46.58/−48.75 mode b3 W CMUDPD1 2.14%/1.28% −43.67/−43.95
mode a1 W CMUDPD2 0.51%/0.59% −49.13 /−49.27 mode b1 W CMUDPD2 1.47%/0.98% −45.91/−48.95
mode a2 W CMUDPD2 0.50%/0.66% −49.44/−48.86 mode b2 W CMUDPD2 0.60%/0.87% −48.08/−49.02
mode a3 W CMUDPD2 0.74%/0.96% −48.21/−49.27 mode b3 W CMUDPD2 0.87%/1.26% −47.05/−49.06
mode a1 W CMUDPD3 1.18%/1.23% −46.42/−47.26 mode b1 W CMUDPD3 1.94%/3.01% −43.39/−43.07
mode a2 W CMUDPD3 0.64%/0.74% −49.84/−45.52 mode b2 W CMUDPD3 0.86%/0.89% −47.56/−49.14
mode a3 W CMUDPD3 0.82%/0.87% −49.74/−49.26 mode b3 W CMUDPD3 0.52%/0.66% −48.54/−49.18
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11. Simulated AM/AM and AM/PM curves. (a) Group A’s AM/AM curves with (W) and
without (W/O) CMUDPD2. (b) Group A’s AM/PM curves W and W/O CMUDPD2. (c) Group B’s
AM/AM curves W and W/O CMUDPD2. (d) Group B’s AM/PM curves W and W/O CMUDPD2.

4. Experimental Validation and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Setup and Results Analysis

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 12. A computer was used to upload the
base-band input signal to a signal generator (R&S SMBV100A). Subsequently, the base-band
I/Q output signals from the signal analyzer (R&S FSQ26) were recorded by the computer.
Table 3 gives the cases where all modes are used as the feedback operation modes. The
experiment steps were as follows:

• Generate the input signal and record the output signal under different operation
modes. Load an LTE signal with a bandwidth of 10 MHz, x(n), from the computer to
the signal generator. Excite the PA using the modulated signal and record the output,
y(n), from the signal analyzer to the computer.

• Calculate the pre-distorted signal by MPM. When testing Group A, generate the
pre-distorted signal, xDPD(n), by the MPM with a memory depth of 7 and an order of
5 using the recorded x(n) and y(n). When testing Group B, generate the pre-distorted
signal, xDPD (n), by the MPM with a memory depth of 7 and an order of 3 using the
recorded x(n) and y(n).

• Load the pre-distorted signal xDPD(n) from the computer into the signal generator
and excite the PA using xDPD(n) under different modes. Record the corresponding
pre-distorted output signals and calculate PSD, EVM, and ACPR.

When testing and verifying Group A, VDD was set to 28, 20, and 12 V, and the input
power level iwass selected as the 1 dB compression point, which was calculated based on
the simulation. The performance metrics of the experimental linearization, i.e., EVM and
ACPR, are also listed in Table 3. It can be seen that the experimental results satisfactorily
match the simulations. For both groups, the experimental EVM after the CMUDPD reduced
by an order of magnitude. The experimental ACPR is lower than −45 dB on average, and
an averaged ACPR suppression of 13 dB was achieved. As CMUDPD2 achieved superior
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performance for both groups in Table 3, the experimental PSDs with CMUDPD2 for Group
A and B are demonstrated in Figure 13a,b, respectively. The pre-distortion performance is
consistent with the simulation results. As shown in Figure 13b, the proposed CMUDPD pro-
vides effective linearization performance even under severe out-band distortion conditions.

Figure 12. Experiment setup.
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Figure 13. Experimental results of PSDs with (W) and without (W/O) CMUDPD2. (a) Group A: mode
a1, a2, and a3 W and W/O CMUDPD2. (b) Group B: mode b1, b2, and b3 W and W/O CMUDPD2.

In order to strengthen the usefulness of the proposed CMUDPD, the experiment
setup with multiple PAs was built as exhibited in Figure 14. Four identical PAs were used,
denominated as PA1, PA2, PA3, and PA4 from left to right. A ventilation fan was installed
on the heatsink to dissipate the heat generated by the PAs. Due to the limitation due to
the unequal power divider lacking in the laboratory, it was not possible to accurately feed
different input powers to the PA array in a single trial. Nevertheless, an equal power
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divider was implemented in the experiment to excite the PAs, and the different input
power levels were achieved by multiple trials. First, the output of PA1 (operating in mode
a1) was recorded from the signal analyzer. The pre-distorted signal was calculated by the
aforementioned MPM method. Then, the pre-distorted signal was loaded to the signal
generator, which in turn excited PA2, PA3, and PA4, which operated in mode a1, a2, and
a3, respectively. The experimental PSD results are shown in Figure 15, where PA2 with
CMUDPD exhibits superior performance due to operating in the identical mode as PA1. It
can be concluded from Figure 15 that PA2, PA3, and PA4 with CMUDPD exhibit satisfactory
results considering the manufacturing tolerance of practical PA products.

Amplifiers 

(CGH4006P)

Power divider

Fan

Attenuator

Heatsink

Terminations

Amplifiers 

(CGH4006P)

Power divider

Fan

Attenuator

Heatsink

Terminations

Figure 14. The experiment setup with multiple PAs.
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Figure 15. Experimental results of PSD with (W) CMUDPD.

4.2. Wide Band Validation

The validation of the proposed CMUDPD technique with 30 MHz OFDM signals was
also conducted. The PSD results (with and without CMUDPD) are depicted in Figure 16a,b,
where CMUDPD1, CMUDPD2, and CMUDPD3 represent the pre-distortion results when
the outputs of modes a1/b1, a2/b2, and a3/b3 wer used as feedback paths, respectively. It
can be seen from Figure 16 that the proposed CMUDPD works well, achieving an ACPR
reduction of 11 dB in Class AB and 13 dB in Class A. Due to the limitation of the available
LTE OFDM modulation signal templates and capability of uploading wide-band pre-
distortion signals in the used signal generator, the validation was performed by simulation
using the nonlinear equivalent circuit model of the same PA in the experimental validation.
However, we think that the proposed technique has potential for even wider band signals,
e.g., 100 MHz, which may be an interesting topic for future investigation.
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Figure 16. Simulation results of PSDs under an experimentally generated 30 MHz bandwidth signal
with (W) and without (W/O) CMUDPD. (a) Class AB W and W/O CMUDPD. (b) Class A W and
W/O CMUDPD.

In this work, the used a CGH40006P PA from CREE, which features a frequency
range of 2–6 GHz. Hence, the 3.5 GHz center frequency was chosen for the experimental
validation, and the peripheral impedance matching circuit was specifically designed based
on 3.5 GHz. Nevertheless, the proposed CMUDPD method is not frequency-dependent,
as can be seen in (7), and hence is applicable to other frequency ranges. Furthermore, the
simulation and experimental validations were conducted using a GaN HEMT in this study.
In future works, the proposed CMUDPD principle is expected to be applied to other types
of transistors/PAs.

4.3. The Drain Current Deviations Tolerance Capability of CMUDPD

The PA operation modes in the actual antenna array system may involved several
complicated situations, e.g., the PA is not a standard class AB or class A and has inconsistent
operation modes. Therefore, an ADS simulation was conducted by manually introducing
the drain current deviation to verify the tolerance capability of CMUDPD. The drain current
deviation was caused by increasing the bias current by 10% or decreasing the bias current
by 10%. The three different operation modes’ PSDs without and with CMUDPD are shown
in Figure 17 (i.e., a1 W/O DPD, a2 W/O DPD, a3 W/O DPD, a1 W CMUDPD2, a2 W
CMUDPD2, and a3 W CMUDPD2). For comparison, the light-colored lines represent the
PSDs of the pre-distortion outputs with the drain current deviations (i.e., a1 W ID1 ∗ 1.1, a2
W ID2 ∗ 1.1, a3 W ID3 ∗ 1.1, a1 W ID1 ∗ 0.9, a2 W ID2 ∗ 0.9, a3 W ID3 ∗ 0.9). It can be seen that the
CMUDPD can still reduce the PSD to below −45 dB. Even though the ±10% drain current
deviation was introduced, the proposed CMUDPD still exhibited satisfactory results.
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Figure 17. Normalized PSDs of different operation modes with drain current deviations ±10%
(ID1 = 66.82 mA, ID2 = 61.20 mA, ID3 = 63.35 mA).

5. Conclusions

This paper revealed the possibility to achieve nonlinearity correlations between PAs
operating in different saturation modes with different desired output power levels. Based
on this finding, the main contribution, a cross-mode universal pre-distortion (CMUDPD)
technique is proposed for the linearization of PAs in low-sidelobe active antenna arrays.
With the achieved nonlinearity correlation, a single pre-distortion feedback path is suf-
ficient for linearizing the PAs in the whole antenna array using the proposed technique.
Extensive simulation and experimental validations were conducted covering a broad range
of operation specifications, including two PA classes (i.e., Class A and Class AB) and two
signal bandwidths (i.e., 10 and 30 MHz). The validation results showed that the proposed
technique can successfully achieve an averaged ACPR suppression of 13 dB for multiple
GaN PAs operating with different output power levels desired in low-sidelobe arrays.
Compared with other existing linearization techniques, the proposed CMUDPD technol-
ogy reduces the complexity of the system and the power consumption and hence shows
the potential to be applied to satellite communication systems and 5G/6G networks, which
exhibit stringent requirements on power efficiency and system linearity.
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